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Meeting venue  
The meeting will take place at the Institutional Building of the National Council for Economics 
and Labor (CNEL), located in viale David Lubin n.2 – Roma, within the Borghese Gardens. 
The venue is easily achievable from the metro station FLAMINIO (line A, red line), in about 
10 min. walking from the exit of the station both through Via di Villa Ruffo and Viale George 
Washington within the Borghese Gardens. 
 

 
 
The Flaminio Square is also served by a large number of bus lines. 
 
 

Access to the CNEL building 
Access to the CNEL building is allowed to the registered participants only. The access badge 
is given upon presentation of a personal ID (passport). The NON-EU participants have to 
send a copy of the passport in advance of the meeting. 
The entrance is governed by a dress code policy similar to dress code for Italian churches. 
Each place of the meeting room has a microphone, an electric socket (Italian type) and an 
Ethernet port. 
 
 

https://www.cnel.it/Chi-Siamo/English-version/About
https://www.cnel.it/Chi-Siamo/English-version/About
https://www.google.it/maps/place/Cnel/@41.9134691,12.4760651,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x132f61aa9373a06f:0x177d05ecc0e20a66!8m2!3d41.9134691!4d12.4782538
https://www.google.it/maps/place/Cnel/@41.9134691,12.4760651,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x132f61aa9373a06f:0x177d05ecc0e20a66!8m2!3d41.9134691!4d12.4782538


Public Transport in Rome 

All the information can be found on https://www.atac.roma.it/en/home 
 
 

Airport Connections 
The Leonardo Da Vinci Airport, located at Fiumicino (FCO), about 30 km West of Rome, on 
the coast, is connected with Rome by two different Railway lines: 
 

Direct train (no-stop) from the airport to the Main Railway Station Termini (about 30 
min running time, with programmed departures every 15 minutes, connections with 
Subway Lines A and B). 

 

REGIONAL TRAIN FL1 (directed to Fara Sabina) (ticket 8.00 Euro)  

FR1 connects the FCO Airport with the Railway stations Roma Trastevere, Roma 
Ostiense (Metro B), Roma Tuscolana (Metro A), Roma Tiburtina (Metro B). 
Frequency: 4 trains per hour. 

 

For details on train connections, tickets click here (available in several languages). 
 
 

TAXI (CABs) 
Generally speaking, cabs are quite expensive, ranging between 50 and 80 Euro, depending 
upon the final destination in Rome. Be aware of using only AUTHORIZED TAXI (white cabs 
with visible licence number outside and taxi-meter inside) and illuminated sign on the top, 
ONLY at the TAXI station, outside the Terminals. Strongly suggested to agree with the taxi 
driver on the fare for your final destination, before boarding the taxi. Avoid any contact with 
alleged taxi drivers who approach you within the Terminals, offering discounted fares. 
 
 

Hotels 
Hotels in the vicinity of Flaminio Square and Borghese Gardens (Villa Borghese) are 
recommended, because of their proximity to the meeting venue. Any other locations along 
the metro lines A and B, are suitable, although the nicest locations are in the vicinity of the 
Historical Centre, and the Vatican, where, of course, the hotels are more expensive. 

The table below shows the hotels that provide discounts to ENEA.

https://www.atac.roma.it/en/home
https://www.adr.it/web/aeroporti-di-roma-en/pax-fco-train?p_p_id=it_txt_adr_cookiepolicy_web_portlet_AdrCookiePolicyBannerPortlet&p_p_lifecycle=0&p_p_state=normal&p_p_mode=view
https://www.adr.it/web/aeroporti-di-roma-en/pax-fco-fiumicino?p_p_id=it_txt_adr_cookiepolicy_web_portlet_AdrCookiePolicyBannerPortlet&p_p_lifecycle=0&p_p_state=normal&p_p_mode=view


 

 
 
 


